
IPT Participates in GCNL "Multi-Stakeholder SDG Forum 2018"

IPT participated in the 2nd edition of "the Multi-Stakeholder SDG Forum" organized by GCNL 
(Global Compact Network Lebanon), chaired by MP Dr. Dima Jamali, on the 18th of October at the 
Grand Serail under the patronage of H.E. Prime Minister Saad El Hariri. This Forum followed the 
round table discussion that was held on the 5th of October, and is considered to be a unique 
opportunity and platform for all stakeholders, leaders and individuals to accelerate the SDGs in 
Lebanon, and work together towards the UN 17 Sustainable Development Goals and 2030 
Agenda. Watch video

As a member of the SDG Council and Goal Leader for SDG 7, Dr. Toni Issa, Vice Chairman of IPT 
Group and President of IPT Energy Center (IPTEC) participated to promote the use of Affordable & 
Clean Energy and shared IPT's successful experience in this field. Read more

Our Stations

IPT Strengthens its Presence in Koura District 
by a New Station in Kifraya

Did you know that "Kifraya" village is far different 
from "Kefraya" in West Bekaa? Prepare your 
map, because this deserves your attention. 
As you are exploring Koura district, we proudly 
present to you our new "Merhi" station in Kifraya 
village- Koura. Strategically located on the main 
road of Kifraya at an altitude of 400 meters 
above sea level, our latest IPT "Merhi" station 
which is our 15th in the district, is now ready to 
serve the residents of the area there who will 
now have the chance to access to our top 
gasoline Quantum, Diesel, Elf lubricants, and 
car wash. Read more

Social Media

Energy Sustainability

Green Strategy at IPT Stations

In the framework of our Corporate Social 
Responsibility, we started the 
implementation of a full Energy and 
Environmental Management Strategy 
(EEMS) to transform most of our stations 
into eco-friendly and sustainable ones, 
in order to to enhance our energy 
performance and reduce the 
environmental impact of our operations. 
The green measures we adopt at our 
stations include, among many others, 
the use of Eco-friendly LED lighting that 
saves up to 80% of energy. 

Check IPTEC Facebook to know more. 



Follow Us on LinkedIn

In the wealth of our social media networking, 
we invite you to get involved and stay in touch 
with us through our Linkedin accounts.

IPT Group and IPTEC Linkedin accounts are 
designed specifically for you to stay in the loop 
of our latest career vacancies, our latest news 
and achievements, as well as topics that are 
related to the Oil & Gas sector and the 
environmental challenges that follow. Read 
more

WEEKLY FUEL PRICES
Local Fuel Prices 24/10/2018

Gasoline 95 28,400 L.L. -100 L.L.

Gasoline 98 29,000 L.L. -200 L.L.

Diesel 21,400 L.L.  +200 L.L.

Gas (LPG) 16,800 L.L. -200 L.L.
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